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ABSTRACT 

Marine flooding by wave overtopping is quite regular at Reunion Island, in particular during cyclonic events. 

Given the limited geographic scale of this phenomenon, the municipalities are often at the forefront to assure 

the protection of the population. Thus, there is a crucial need for the municipalities to have flexible and 

practical tools at their disposal to interpret the marine forecasts in terms of flooding impact on their territory 

and enhance their capacity to anticipate and organize their operational response. Here, we propose a 

framework to design a dedicated GIS-based decision support tool (the Graduated Intervention Plan) based on 

feedback analysis, field observations and state-of-the-art coastal hydrodynamic modelling. The method 

notably relies on a pre-calculated database of 500 synthetic events simulated with a complete chain of 

hydrodynamic models. The analysis of the relationship between marine conditions, overtopping discharge 

volumes and water propagation processes leads to the constitution of (1) a set of flooding maps delimiting the 

spatial extent of exposed areas given increasing levels of marine conditions and field observations (2) a list of 

operational actions associated to each level (roads closure, etc.). The whole process was conducted in a 

collaborative manner with the municipal services of Sainte-Suzanne city (northern coast of Reunion Island) 

and the final tool is included in a multi-hazard decision support tool taking into account river flooding and 

runoff. It was tested during a crisis simulation exercise with very good feedbacks.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a context of changing climate, the perspective of increasing cyclone-induced marine flooding 

frequency or intensity is a matter of concern, especially when the growing urbanization rises the 

proportion of people living in low-lying coastal regions. The development of efficient early warning 

systems (Lumbroso et al., 2017) and dedicated crisis management strategies is complementary to 

prevention and preparedness measures. Given the limited geographic scale of marine flooding events, 

the municipalities are often at the forefront to assure the protection of the population. Thus, they have 

a crucial need of dedicated and practical tools to understand the ongoing physical processes and 

enhance their capacity to anticipate.  
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  Operational forecast systems of cyclone-induced waves and water levels are now fairly standards 

since the 90’ (Jelesnianski et al., 1992; Daniel et al., 2009, etc.) and current efforts of operational 

agencies aim to improve the forecast accuracy of probabilistic sea water levels by coupling tide, storm 

surge, waves and induced wave setup models (Taylor and Glahn 2008; Davis et al., 2010; etc.). On 

the other hand, the operational forecast of marine flooding still poses different challenges. Actually, 

the numerical simulation of the coastal flooding (overflowing plus wave overtopping) at a resolution 

useful for flood hazard  assessment is still hampered by high computation time (Nicolae Lerma et al., 

2018) despite ongoing efforts to develop new generations of efficient phase-resolving models 

(Filippini et al., 2018). Promising approaches rely on the analysis of existing databases of pre-

calculated high-fidelity simulations to derive statistical models (or “surrogates”) that are able to 

estimate quickly the marine conditions or flooding extent directly from the storm parameters. Existing 

techniques rely on kriging, artificial neural networks or Bayesian networks. In cyclonic-prone areas, 

Rohmer et al. (2019) proposed a method to derive overtopping characteristics (timing and volume) 

thanks to a random forest technique. This kind of sophisticated tool is dedicated to expert users but 

is not directly usable by municipal services, especially for small cities with limited resources as often 

encountered in tropical islands like La Reunion. 

   The analysis of the crisis management organization of Sainte-Suzanne city (North of Reunion 

Island), as well as the lessons learnt from crisis simulation exercises (Sauvagnargues et al., 2018), 

demonstrated the need for the members of the municipal crisis unit to have pragmatic tools linking 

the weather and marine forecasts with potential impacts on land and appropriate operational responses 

(Sauvagnargues et al., 2017). The Graduated Intervention Plans (GIPs) are cartographic documents 

used to structure the operational response of municipal crisis units in different levels of gravity 

regarding various risks presents on the territory. To be operational, this cartographic support relies 

on a dual approach combining: (1) capitalized experience within each territory studied in terms of 

impact of hazards (practices, feedback, archives, etc.) (2) the representation of the spatial extent of 

potentially impacted areas, structured in gravity levels and built on modelling results and/or existing 

knowledge. If this type of tool is widely used for river flooding (Ayral et al., 2015; Sauvagnargues 

et Ayral, 2015), to date and to the authors’ best knowledge, it was not yet applied for marine flooding 

in France or in the Overseas Territories. The difficulty in the case of marine flooding is the scarcity 

of historical events (especially for cyclones) and the fact that the physical processes are governed by 

multiple parameters (waves, tide and storm surge). This last aspect complicates the determination of 

the criteria of transition between different levels of gravity, especially for non-expert users.  

   The objective of this study is to present a method to produce GIPs dedicated to cyclone-induced 

marine flooding for the pilot site of Sainte-Suzanne city at Reunion Island. It is based on both 

feedback analysis, field observations and state-of-the-art coastal hydrodynamic modelling. The 

method notably relies on a pre-calculated database of numerous synthetic events simulated with a 

complete chain of models. The analysis of the relationship between marine conditions, overtopping 

discharge volumes and flooded areas leads to the constitution of marine flooding maps, delimiting 

the extent of impacted areas given different increasing levels of marine conditions, and coupled with 

a list of operational actions associated to each level. The criteria of transition between the different 

levels connect operational marine forecasts with field observations and historical benchmarks, thus 

enabling different levels of use and anticipation. This tool was tested and validated during a crisis 

simulation exercise on site. 

 

   The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the study site of Sainte-Suzanne city. Section 

3 describes the complete chain of models and the constitution of the synthetic database. Section 4 

explains the principles of the GIPs, i.e. the building of marine flooding maps, the determination of 

associated operational actions with the collaboration of the municipal services, and the test of the GIP 

during a crisis exercise on site. Finally, section 5 gives the conclusions and perspectives to adapt the 

method for other territories.  
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2. STUDY SITE: PROCESSES AND CRISIS MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

2.1 Configuration and marine flooding processes 

Reunion Island is a French Overseas Department located in the Indian Ocean, east of Madagascar 

(see inset in Fig. 1). Due to the mountainous nature of the island, 80% of the population is 

concentrated near the coastline, thereby resulting in high vulnerability to tropical cyclones. The tide 

is micro-tidal, with a maximum tidal range of approximately 60 cm (at the tide gauge Pointe-des-

Galets, French Hydrographic Service 2014). The lack of a continental shelf around the island reduces 

the generation of atmospheric storm surges that remain moderate and localized near the cyclone’s 

eye. This setting, associated with the high topography of sea fronts prevents the coastal areas from 

marine flooding by overflowing. In contrast, it increases the potential impact of waves that are not 

dissipated before reaching the coast (except in the few reef zones) and whose breaking on the steep 

slopes may generate considerable overtopping. Thus, the main drivers of cyclone-induced marine 

flooding at Reunion Island are the energetic (high and/or long) waves. However, the variations of 

seawater levels may facilitate wave overtopping. Current operational forecasts at Reunion Island 

provide nearshore waves characteristics (significant wave height: Hs, pic period: Tp, and pic 

direction: Dp) but no seawater levels (SWL) yet. 

   Sainte-Suzanne city is located along the pebble coast in the northeast part of the island (see Fig. 1). 

In recent years, the city centre has been regularly affected by marine flooding, e.g., cyclones Dumile 

in 2013, Gamède in 2007, Dina in 2002, Clotilda in 1987, etc. Experience feedback and simulation 

results indicate that water discharge from wave overtopping first affects the sea-front parking area 

before flowing along December the 20th
 Street and penetrating into the perpendicular streets 

Hippolyte Piot, Cayenne and La Gare (Fig. 1). Small low-lying urban areas around the emergency 

centre and the city-centre buildings (school and city hall) behind the parking area can be quickly 

flooded by more than one meter of water. The artificial lagoon lying north of the eastern side of 

December the 20th Street protects the buildings situated behind (Bertin Street and Desprez 

neighbourhoods) and enables the evacuation of a large part of the water coming from the seafront.  

 

 
Figure 1: Topography of Sainte-Suzanne city derived from high-resolution LIDAR (IGN) data with 

main streets and critical buildings of the sea-front quarter. 
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2.2 Crises management practices 

In France, the responsibilities of crisis management are shared between Ministries, Zones, 

Departments and Municipalities. At local level, the Municipal Safeguard Plan (PCS) is a planning 

and organization instrument designed to anticipate dangerous situations in order to ensure the 

protection and safety of the population. It aims at preparing the actors involved in the crisis 

management to reduce uncertainties and improvised actions as much as possible (DDSC, 2005). The 

PCS of Sainte-Suzanne includes the description and mapping of the hazards (when possible), the alert 

levels (when available), the instructions given by the authorities to the population and the general 

organization of the crisis management cell (organization of the Communal Command Post or PCC, 

reflex forms, resources as emergency shelters, materials, etc.). The analysis conducted by 

Sauvagnargues et al. (2017) highlighted that the characteristic of marine conditions leading to wave 

overtopping and the corresponding exposed areas were not well known. The current practice of the 

municipal services consists in sending employees to observe different strategic locations of the city 

centre during an event in order to extrapolate a “mental map” of the marine flooding based on their 

knowledge of the territory and the memory of past events. This practice may be efficient but it is not 

sustainable as it only relies on personal experiences and skills. More generally, there is also a need to 

enhance the evacuation modalities, notably through (1) the knowledge of the amount of inhabitants 

per quarters or exposed areas (2) the organization of the alert of the population (3) the identification 

of the level of exposure of the emergency shelters.  

3. MARINE FLOODING MODELING AND CONSTITUTION OF THE DATABASE  

3.1  Modelling chain  

3.1.1 Coastal waves and water levels 

The wave model (see Fig. 2A) is a combination of a two-way nested Wavewatch III modelling 

framework (Tolman 2014; hereinafter denoted WW3) enabling the offshore waves generation and 

propagation to Reunion Island coastlines. The version 4.18 of WW3 is used with the source term 

package described by Ardhuin et al. (2010). The first grid (R1) covers a large part of the South Indian 

Ocean with a regular resolution of 0.1° while (R2), centered on Reunion island, is composed of finite 

elements whose resolution reach about 300 m at the coast. The regional hydrodynamics (seawater 

level and currents) are computed with MARS (Lazure and Dumas 2008) on a regular grid with the 

same extent as R2 at a resolution of 100 m (see Fig. 2A) based on tidal components (FES2004; Lyard 

et al., 2006). We use the 2DH version of the model, which resolves the Saint-Venant equations 

governing horizontal free-surface flows in two dimensions, after vertical integration of the Navier 

Stokes equations. The bathymetric data used come from ETOPO1 with a spatial resolution of 1 

minute (Amante and Eakins, 2009) as well as the bathymetric measurements from the French Naval 

Hydrographic and Oceanographic Service near the island. 

3.1.2 Marine flooding 

Wave overtopping discharge is calculated with profiles of the nonhydrostatic model SWASH 

(Zijlema et al., 2011; Suzuki et al., 2012) at a resolution of 1 m. The profiles are determined by 

splitting the coastline into homogeneous segments in terms of topo-bathymetry (see Fig. 2C). For 

each segment, the model is forced with time series of water levels at a 50-m depth, including both 

seawater level variations (tide and storm surge) and waves. These time series are established by 

extracting the water level from MARS-2DH and the wave parameters from WW3 at 10-minute 

intervals and reconstituting a time series of  the total water level variations at high frequencies (at 2 

Hz) using the WAFO toolbox (Brodtkorb et al., 2000). The model MARS-FLOOD is used to 

reproduce the inland propagation of overtopping. It is an extension of MARS-2DH, including 
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extended functionalities to account for flooding processes, such as breaching and hydraulic 

connections (Rohmer et al., 2018). The grid of MARS-FLOOD (see Fig. 2C) is centred on the city 

center with a regular spatial resolution of 4 m, which enables the model to properly represent streets 

and buildings. The topo-bathymetric data used for the SWASH and MARS-FLOOD models comes 

from the Litto3D program (high-resolution LIDAR data, http://professionnels.ign.fr/litto3d). Here, 

we apply the method described by Le Roy et al. (2015) to construct a DTM including the buildings 

likely to obstruct water flow and to filter out any vegetation or cars in the raw model.  

3.1.3  Validation with reanalyzed data 

We apply this chain of models to two recent cyclones passing within 200 km from Reunion Island: 

Dumile in 2013 and Dina in 2002 (see Fig. 2A). Dina was the most damaging event since the early 

2000s. The southwestward track passed 65 km north of the island with a maximum wind intensity of 

100 kt. Dumile was less damaging, with a southward track that passed 100 km west of the island and 

a moderate wind intensity approximately 70 kt. To force the models, the wind fields are calculated 

from best-track data of Météo-France (describing time-varying track, intensity, size and shape of the 

cyclone) with the model MESO-NH following the method described by Lecacheux et al. (2018). 

 

 
Figure 2: A) Grid extent with tracks (black dots), wind intensity (colors) and directions (arrows) of 

cyclones Dina and Dumile calculated with MESO-NH from best-track data. B) Comparison between 

simulated wave heights with observations from satellite altimetry on January the 23rd at 06 UTC 

(Dina) or time-varying observations from buoy RN4 (Dumile). C) Position of the SWASH profiles 

and comparison between simulated flooding with eyewitness accounts. 

 

   The simulation-based estimates of the seawater levels (including tide and surge) was crosschecked 

with data from the tide gauge Pointe-des-Galets with good fitting and errors under 10 cm (the data is 

http://professionnels.ign.fr/litto3d
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not presented here). Fig. 2B shows the comparison between simulations and observations of wave 

heights with satellite altimetry from the CERSAT (Dina) or buoy measurements (Dumile) depending 

on the data availability. For both cases, the comparison is very satisfactory with less than 10% error 

for the peak wave heights. Concerning marine flooding, we compared the simulation results with 

local eyewitness accounts enabling an estimation of the extent of the inundation (Fig. 2C). For Dina, 

the simulated marine flooding extent agrees very well with the local eyewitness accounts. The first 

row of buildings was flooded and the water penetrated into the perpendicular streets to inundate the 

second row of buildings, the emergency centre, and the post office. For Dumile, the simulated marine 

flooding was slightly overestimated but remains in agreement with a limited flooding event. 

3.2 Database of synthetic events 

The database gathers 500 synthetic cyclones derived from historical cases (see Fig.3). First, 125 

systems analysed between 1981 and 2016 are selected. For each track, the position where the system 

reached the maximum intensity is placed on the centre of Reunion Island. Then, each track is shifted 

by randomly choosing a direction (between 0° and 355°) and a distance from the centre of the island 

(between 0 km and 400 km). This range of distances enables the simulation of both scenarios that are 

likely to generate major overtopping in Sainte-Suzanne and scenarios with low to moderate waves 

that do not generate overtopping. For each scenario (describing time-varying track, intensity, size and 

shape of the cyclone), the marine flooding of Sainte-Suzanne is simulated using the modelling method 

presented in section 3.1 (with the series of models Meso-NH, WW3, MARS and SWASH) 

considering random tide level time series and large-scale conditions. Among the 500 initial cases, 

136 generated wave overtopping with an inundation of Sainte-Suzanne city.  

 
Figure 3: 500 synthetic tracks constituting the database with examples of 30 time series (presented 

on a normalized time index) of significant wave heights (Hs) and seawater levels (SWL) at 50m depth 

in front of Sainte-Suzanne city. 

3.3 Sensitivity analysis of the governing parameters 

The relative importance of the marine conditions (extracted at 50m-depth in front of our site) in the 

is studied with respect to the log-transformed of the maximum cumulative overtopping discharge 

volume V (i.e. log10(V+1)). To do so, the combination of the pre-calculated V values considering the 

500 synthetic tracks and their corresponding marine conditions (maximum Hs and associated Tp and 

SWL at the same time) are used as training data of a regression random-forest model (Breiman, 2001). 

Full details of this implementation is provided in Rohmer et al. (2019). Using this statistical model, 

the importance of each governing parameter can be studied with respect to V. Fig. 4A provides the 

measure of variable importance using the permutation-based method of the random forest (e.g., Wei 

et al., 2015). This clearly confirms the very high importance of the wave parameters, and more 

specifically of Hs, as mentioned is section 2. 
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   The analysis is completed by the Individual Conditional Expectation plots of Goldstein et al., (2015) 

in Fig. 4B, which depicts the functional relationship between the predicted value of the log-

transformed of V and maximum Hs given the values for the other variables. This clearly outlines the 

step-like influence of Hs, i.e. the existence of a threshold at about 5m above which the overtopping 

volume increases correspondingly with an increase of Hs, and a horizontal asymptote at ~10m. For 

Hs values under 4-5m, the other parameters, notably the water level (tide and atmospheric surge), 

may have a greater influence to discriminate between flooding and non-flooding events. 

 

 

Figure 4: A) Importance measure for each variable (Hs, Tp, SWL) derived from a random-forest 

model trained using the synthetic cyclones B) Functional relationship between the predicted value of 

the log-transformed of V and Hs. The yellow line indicates the average effect of Hs. 

4. BUILDING THE GRADUATED INTERVENTION PLAN (GIP) 

4.1 Analysis of the database and determination of graduated flooding maps 

The set of synthetic events is analyzed with a coupled analytic and GIS mapping method in terms of 

overtopping volumes, flood spatial extent and maximum water depths on land. As the sensitivity 

analysis shows that the wave height is the main parameter controlling the overtopping discharge 

volume (and then the extension of marine flooding), we focus only on the relationship between the 

maximum wave height reached during the event (at 50m-depth in front of Sainte-Suzanne) and the 

maximum flood spatial extent on land. This choice is also motivated by (1) a concern of simplicity 

for the end-users who need easy-to-read tools (2) the fact that there is not yet public operational 

forecast of seawater levels at Reunion Island. 

 

   Data mining of the simulations enables to classify the results into different clusters depending on 

Hs thresholds and controlled by the topography (notably the presence of low-lying basins) and the 

drainage capacity of the artificial lagoon. The bivariate diagram (Fig. 5) reveals four groups of 

equivalent flood spatial extent associated with ranges of Hs: 

 The first cluster (Hsmax between 4m to 6m) corresponds to simulations leading to the first 

projections of water and pebbles on the waterfront, mainly on the parking of the city centre, 

without any flooding of the buildings. 

 The second cluster (Hsmax between 6m to 8m) illustrates the simulations leading to flood 

propagation in the Cayenne Street with low water depths. 

 The third cluster (Hsmax between 8m to 10m) represents the intensification of marine conditions 

with flows penetrating further the main streets (Cayenne, La Gare and Hippolyte Piot) and 

reaching the city centre. The low-lying basins are saturated with upper water depths and a part 
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of the water is drained by the lagoon that overflows in front of the Bertin Street and Desprez 

neighbourhood. 

 The fourth cluster (Hsmax above 10m) includes the simulations whose flooding exceeds the 

Charles de Gaulle Streets with water depths approaching capacity storage, and water flowing 

toward the river Sainte-Suzanne. 

 

   Using a GIS method, we delimit the boundaries or contours of each cluster aided by the simulated 

flood maps and an analysis of the volume storage capacity through topographic ridges (like roads or 

streets and troughs). The contours are established with a safe approach to encompass all the scenarios 

of flooding events constituting the cluster and taking into account the possible variations of wave 

period and seawater level as well as the various kinetic and the duration of the events. Finally, despite 

the simplification of the analysis with one variable (maximum Hs), the corresponding maps are robust 

thanks to the large amount of realistic events constituting the dataset. 

 
Figure 5: Right panel: Relationship between maximum coastal wave heights (at 50m-depth) with 

maximum flooded areas and overtopping volumes in the city centre of Sainte Suzanne. Left panel: 

Two examples of flood maps compared with the GIP contours. 

4.2 Collaborative work with the municipality and determination of the operational responses 

The transposition of the flooding maps into a Graduated Intervention Plan (GIP) was conducted in 

close collaboration with the municipal services, notably through several on-site visits. The maps and 

a general outline of the action forms were provided to the municipality. From these documents, the 

technical services specified the different levels of the plan, and adapted the boundaries of the maps 

and the associated action forms to fit with the particularities of the territory and their own practices. 

This two-step process ensures the global relevance of the GIP from an operational point of view.  

 

   At the end, two levels have been considered: one corresponding to the first visible impacts on the 

seafront parking, and a second (decomposed in 3 levels of severity) corresponding to the flooding of 

buildings in the city center (Fig. 6). The transition conditions between the different levels rely on both 

direct observations of the consequences on the field (to fit with the current practice of the services) 

and the thresholds of wave heights that can be inferred from the operational forecasts distributed by 

Météo-France (http://www.meteofrance.re). In addition, historical benchmarks of past major events 

are indicated in order to give a mental representation of the importance of the current event. These 

different keys of reading enables one to use the GIP with different levels of anticipation: 

http://www.meteofrance.re/
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 During the early-warning period, to estimate the potential exposed sectors;  

 During the crisis, to spatially extrapolate the observations made on strategic monitoring points. 

 

 
Figure 6: Map aggregating the different levels of the Graduated Intervention Plan (GIP) of Sainte 

Suzanne city centre with the transition criteria (field observations, Hs thresholds and benchmarks). 

 

  For each level of the GIP, specific actions are declined and the information is reported on the maps: 

the potential impacted area, the territory's monitoring points, the road closure points, the pre-

established circuit of the sound car (mobile warning system). As the decision and the allocation of 

means for the evacuation is not under the responsibility of the municipality level, this type of action 

is not directly reported in the GIP. However, the graduated flood maps will enable the municipality 

to (1) encourage the exposed population to join the emergency shelters (2) transfer precise 

information to the department level to better target and anticipate an official evacuation. The 

population count per district and exposed areas also facilitates the dimensioning of the means.  

4.3 Testing the GIP during a crisis simulation 

The marine flooding GIP is included within a global multi-hazard GIP articulating river flooding, 

runoff and marine flooding plans for cyclonic events (see Fig. 7). In order to facilitate the 

appropriation of the GIP developed previously, a simulation was carried out in October 2017 as part 

of an in-situ crisis management exercise. A complete scenario of cyclonic event was prepared for the 

municipality with the combination of an intense rainy event 24 hours before the arrival of the cyclone 

close to the coasts of Reunion Island. During the exercise, the municipality had to deal with the runoff 

issue while anticipating the marine flooding hazard thanks to marine. The GIP proved to be very 

useful and during the debriefing, several discussions emerged, notably: 
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 The safety and dimensioning of emergency shelters (sometimes located in flood-prone quarters) 

and a better anticipation for their opening. 

 The need to anticipate a withdrawal room for the communal crisis unit. 

 

  
Figure 7. Complete GIP for a cyclonic event including runoff, marine flooding and river flooding. 

5.  CONCLUSIONS  

In this paper, we present a method to produce a municipal Graduated Intervention Plan (GIP) 

dedicated to cyclone-induced marine flooding emergency management. It relies on feedback analysis, 

field observations and the constitution of a precalculated database of flooding events based on state-

of-the-art coastal hydrodynamic modelling. The plan couples a set of flooding maps indicating the 

exposed areas for increasing levels of marine conditions and field observations with a list of 

predetermined operational actions associated to each level. 

  Despite the significant effort required to produce the pre-calculated database, the use of numerous 

synthetic (but realistic) events enables a robust sensitivity analysis of the governing parameters 

leading to marine flooding to (1) simplify the interpretation and understanding of non-expert end-

users (2) construct a robust set of maps taking into account various sources of uncertainties (seawater 

level variations, event duration, etc.). The different reading keys (wave forecast, field observations, 

and historical benchmarks) enables one to use the GIP with different levels of anticipation.  

   More generally, the whole method can easily be adapted to other territories, scales and any marine 

flooding processes (overflowing and overtopping) through the implementation of suitable marine 

flooding models validated against past events and the early involvement of stakeholders.  
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